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One of our favorite truisms in the investment business is that value

tells you nothing about near term returns. Expensive assets can get

more expensive and cheap assets can get cheaper. It can take a

long time for market prices to find equilibrium with intrinsic value

thanks to external forces such as changes in monetary policy,

inflation and capital flows. But we are of the opinion that they

always do, even if most of the time market prices pass through

intrinsic value on their way to being overvalued or undervalued.
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We’ve also long argued that, regardless of style, every investor is a value investor in the sense that we’d all avail

ourselves of the opportunity to buy $1.00 assets for eighty, seventy or sixty cents (or lower). As we’ve asserted

above, it might take time, but our experience is that underpriced assets find their way to intrinsic value on their

way to overvaluation. The challenge here is avoiding “value traps,” where assets with a perceived intrinsic value

of $1.00 turn out to be worth eighty, seventy or sixty cents (or lower) in reality.

So when one finds a circumstance where an asset is cheap and confidence in the intrinsic value is high, often it

pays to buy and then exercise patience. Bank stocks in the United States today strike us as such an opportunity.

This stands in stark contrast with ten years ago when they were valued relative to earnings at about the same

level as they are today, but of course their public market and, arguably, intrinsic values were about to go near

zero in the financial crisis. Bank stocks in 2007 were perhaps the biggest value trap of all time.

Since the controversial government bailout at the lows of the financial crisis, the U.S. banking system has fully

rebuilt capital to the point where the industry’s equity cushion available to absorb credit losses and market

volatility is the biggest in modern financial history. Using Basel III standards, Citigroup, as an example, has

increased capital as a percentage of total assets from 2.0% in the first quarter of 2007 to 7.3% in the first quarter

of 2017. At the same time, tepid nominal growth and increased regulation has limited credit growth. We don’t

think the banks have had the time, regulatory latitude or appetite to create and hide on their balance sheets

another wave of crippling credit problems. Regulators have begun to recognize this in their annual

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) process and have been giving the banks incrementally more

latitude each year to return excess capital to shareholders. This has the potential to start a positive feedback

loop whereby increased dividend payments and share repurchases improve earnings per share and return on

capital. Investing in companies with rising returns has historically been a profitable endeavor.

Again using Citigroup as an example, after the most recent CCAR by the Fed, the company received regulatory

approval to return $18.9 billion to shareholders this year through dividends ($3.3 billion) and share repurchases

($15.6 billion). Our calculations indicate that over a twelve month period these actions alone could lift earnings

per share by 7% to 8% and return on tangible common equity by 0.7% to 0.8% at current stock prices – material

improvements from the current levels. And management has indicated plans to return $20 billion a year (or

more) for the next three years. By 2019, we think that Citi should be generating a 10% return on tangible

common equity and $7 per share in earnings.

Our confidence in these figures is high (absent an economic recession) and at the current quote, the stock looks

cheap relative to these metrics.

Sources: All data is sourced from Bloomberg as of August 1, 2017.
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Statements regarding current conditions, trends, or expectations in connection with the financial markets or the global economy are based on

subjective viewpoints and may be incorrect. This material is not intended to be investment advice or a recommendation of any security or

investment strategy. The opinions expressed herein are a reflection of Fiera Capital's views and opinions at the time this document is compiled,

are subject to change at any time without prior notice, cannot be guaranteed as being accurate, and any obligation to update or alter forward‐

looking statements as a result of new information or future events is disclaimed. Furthermore, these views are not intended to predict or

guarantee the future performance of any individual investment strategy or style, security, asset class, or the markets generally.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss.

This document is for informational purposes and should not be considered a solicitation to buy, or an offer to sell, a security.

Certain information contained in this document may constitute “forward‐looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward‐

looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” "anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend” “continue,” or “believe or the

negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the

actual performance of any strategy or market sector may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward‐looking

statements.

This document contains information that has been provided by a number of third party sources not affiliated with Fiera Capital Inc.
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